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When Israel was taking possession of the Promised Land, the very best land was controlled by the very
strongest giants. The city of Hebron was taken by young men like Othniel with fire in their belly, who were
guided by the wisdom and perspective of the older generation, Caleb, who had walked the entire journey
from the brickyards, to Sinai, to possessing his birthright.
We are in a season of intense warfare. It is my passion to resource those who feel called to take the best
places in the land – the ones with the biggest giants. With that in mind, I am forming Othniel teams where
we can walk together in intense relationship, with my years of life and knowledge of God serving as a
resource for your battles.
Qualification: You already have a clear vision of your calling and have a structure in place.
Format:

Teams of eight. Extensive monthly team call. Individual coaching in-between.
One-year commitment.

Cost:

$800 per year per household.

Benefit:

Aggressive coaching in the four critical areas of perspective, progress, leverage and accrual.

1) Perspective
In the heat of the battle, you are continually making decisions, refining your strategy, moving resources
around and reallocating risk. The decisions you make will be based on five perspectives whether you realize
it or not:
»» Where is God’s engagement in this project?
»» What resources can the devil use against me?
»» What are the design and the motives of the people with me and against me?
»» What resources are available right now?
»» What opportunities are present, but not readily visible, in the chaos of the moment?
I will teach you how to ask and answer those questions with increasing precision, for the calling you are
pursuing.

2) Progress
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Activity does not always equal progress. The tyranny of the urgent can devour days or months. Vast
resources are expended with no progress. Vietnam has played itself out a million times for those who do
not know how to measure progress.
»» Becoming is the first metric. All skirmishes, whether you are victorious or not, should reveal
something about you and position you to deal with the issue or unpack your newfound treasure.
»» Transforming is the second metric. While it may take a long time to secure the main objective,
there is much transformation that can and should take place along the way. This is the secret
of successful insurgencies. They begin community renewal long before the final war is won.
A precise monthly assessment will enable you to spot lack of traction quickly and change your approach
before much time is lost.

3) Leveraging
Nope, we are not talking about getting you into debt. This is about critical mass: the power of concentrated
force, at the right place, and the right time.
SLG has become a mature community with huge resources of spiritual authority. I can supply massive
prayer pressure, to specific situations, with precision, to move blockages.
I can also show you how to bring the power of several principles to bear at once on a single problem in
order to leverage the power of principles exponentially.

4) Accrual
A battle is short. A war is long. In a battle, you burn through resources quickly with intense focus on taking
ground. With a war, your supply line is one of the most critical components of victory, and you have to
always be mindful of accruing resources as you take ground. There are three areas where coaching can
help.
»» You need to increase your spirit authority in every battle, even when you lose, and you need to
plan overtly to grow into the authority you will need some day.
»» You need to grow your tribe – those voluntarily following you because they trust your vision,
character and skill.
»» You need to grow your footprint in the culture so you have more options for leverage.

